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BASICS

• Offensive eligibles and all defensive
players have rights to the pass.

• For pass interference to occur the pass
must go beyond the line of scrimmage and
be a legal forward pass.



• Restrictions begin for the offense with the
snap and end when the ball is touched by B.

• If an A player touches the pass, all eligible A
players restrictions are removed.

• Restrictions begin for the defense when the
pass leaves the passer’s hand and end when
the pass is touched





DEFINITION

Pass interference
occurs whenever an

offensive or defensive
player interferes with
an eligible player’s

opportunity to touch a
pass.



PASS INTERFERENCE GUIDELINES

When in the correct
position, officials have the
following guidelines to
assist them in making
critical pass interference
calls:



1. When two or more
players are playing the
ball and contact occurs,
it is probably not pass
interference.

GUIDELINES continued



2. When a player contacts
a receiver from behind,
prior to touching the ball, it
is pass interference.

GUIDELINES continued



Guidelines continued

3. Bite - when a player 'bites' on
a move and then has to try to
recover, such as when a
receiver does a hook 'n' go - if
he bites on the hook, he will
frequently try to recover by
grabbing the receiver as he
goes by, which can turn into PI.



GUIDELINES continued

4. Chase - when a player
is chasing an opponent,
either by design or
because he is beaten, he
will tend to commit PI.

When you’re beat you’ll cheat!
Mike Webb
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Guidelines continued.
In National Federation rules, contact

is not required to have PI (face
guarding), but contact alone does not
indicate PI. There must be a real
'restriction' for PI to occur.

Note that two players both making an
effort to reach the ball might ‘bang’
arms or shoulders - no foul.



Guidelines continued.
PI is almost always going to

occur from the waist up.
Players running side by side

or in tandem and get their feet
tangled with NO OBVIOUS
intent to impede –no foul.
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1: Blocking downfield before the
ball has been touched
(Commonly referred to as the
PICK play)
2: Shoving or pushing off, and
creating separation. (This is the
most common type of OPI)
3: Driving through a defender who
had established position

Offensive Pass Interference



Defensive Pass Interference
and sometimes Offensive Pass Interference.

1. Arm Bar – is an arm across the body
restricting the opponent from moving to
where he wants to go. An arm across the
body is not enough - there must be a
restriction of movement.
2. Hold - actually grasping an opponent,
particularly the arm, restricting him from
being able to reach a pass. Classically,
grabbing an arm, keeps the opponent from
raising it to catch the pass.
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Defensive Pass Interference
3. Not playing the ball - the player is not making a
bona fide effort to reach the pass (usually not
looking back for the ball), and contacts the
opponent (usually body to body) restricting him
from moving where he wants to go, or knocking
him off his path to the ball.
4. Playing through the back - even if making an
effort to touch the pass, contacting an opponent
through the back, restricting his ability to touch the
pass.  If the player contacts the receiver prior to
contacting the ball in this case, it is a foul.



Defensive Pass Interference
5. Hook and twist - hooking the arm around
the waist or shoulders, AND twisting the
opponent, restricting him from his effort to
touch the pass. An arm around the body is
not enough - there must be a twist or turn or
impedence.
6. Cutoff - even if looking back for the ball, a
player can not position himself to restrict or
prevent an opponent from moving toward a
pass.
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PASS INTERFERENCE
PHILOSOPHY

First:  Every eligible player has
equal opportunity to pursue and
catch the ball.
Second:  For a foul there must be
an actual hindering of the offended
player’s opportunity to catch the ball.
Third:  If there is question or doubt
– no foul has been committed.



Philosophy continued

It is important for officials to
call the “big ones” and not
make marginal calls that

significantly affect the game.
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